**Resit rules for 2015 AS and A levels**

AS and A levels are linear qualifications, with a single exam series in May/June each year.

**AS**
Students may resit AS. They need to resit all of the components. Use the usual entry code (8EN0, 8EL0, 8ET0) by February 21 each year.

**A level**
Students wishing to resit need to resit all of the examined components. If they wish to resit all components (examined and the non-examination assessment), use the usual entry code (9EN0, 9EL0, 9ET0) by February 21 each year.

**Transferring NEA marks from one exam series to another**

If students wish to carry forward their non-examination assessment (NEA, coursework) marks, use the 'transfer' entry codes (9EN0 T, 9EL0 T, 9ET0 T). Our systems will then 'draw through' their NEA marks from a previous exam series in which they certificated. There is no requirement to resend the student's work or to re-enter the NEA marks on Edexcel Online by the sample submission deadline on 15 May each year.

The transfer option is not available for students who certificated in May/June 2020 because centre assessment grades at qualification level were used and coursework marks were not captured.

Students resitting the full qualification must submit new work for the non-examination assessment. In the case of English Literature or English Language and Literature, they may use the same texts. New tasks are required.
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